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**Abstract**
The fact that engineering is involved in highly political issues—from climate change caused by fossil fuel extraction to how we understand truth itself because of deepfakes—makes it imperative that we find new ways to highlight the crucial role that engineers and engineering play in shaping society, and new ways to hold engineers and engineering accountable. We have designed, built, and installed an interactive art installation called *When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls* to generate public conversation about the social responsibility of engineers and engineering, using the US-Mexico border wall as a case study. We find that the politically charged nature of the topic might make it difficult for attendees to speak directly to ideas of social responsibility. At the same time, the installation provides opportunities for attendees to question, critique, and reflect on the effectiveness and impacts of the design of the border wall and the motivations engineers might have in working on this project. With proper planning and execution, the installation can be used as a research tool to understand how diverse audiences—from engineering students to those who may not have any experience in engineering—understand the role of engineering in society.
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Introduction and Motivation
Whether it is deepfakes, climate change, or extended wars, technology—and by extension the work of engineers—is implicated in many of the important social, ecological, and political issues societies across the world face (IPCC 2015; Villasenor 2019; D. M. A. Karwat 2019). Addressing social challenges is thus implicitly and explicitly about critically examining and reimagining the kind of engineering that engineers do. The case of immigration between the US and its southern neighbor is no different. President Donald Trump has made the building of new border barriers and walls between the US and Mexico a defining issue in the immigration debate for his presidency (Rodgers and Bailey 2019; Scott 2015, 2019; Bender 2019; Bump 2016), thereby bringing into the issue’s fold the work of engineers. In 2017, US Customs and Border Protection issued a solicitation that issued the first set of technical specifications that engineering firms had to meet in their proposals. More than 500 engineering companies expressed interest with more than 200 applying (Miller 2017). Engineers and firms have not shied away from injecting themselves from the border wall debate, by either proposing to build it or by proposing alternative engineering interventions. The spectrum of engineering interventions has ranged from creating barriers (Miroff 2019) to hyperloops (Born to Engineer 2017) and industrial zones (Kullman 2019). Between the beginning of the Trump presidency and September 2019, “approximately 64 miles of new border-wall system” has replaced dilapidated parts of existing border walls (Rizzo 2019).

At the same time, companies working on the border wall have faced backlash for their work on it (Adler 2017; Berrien 2018; Crabtree 2018; Orenstein 2017; Brinklow 2017; G. 2018), thus raising questions about the social responsibility of engineering companies working on projects like border walls, about the role of engineering in society, and the politics of engineering. There has been significant research in the public perceptions of technology, including technologies like geoengineering (Kaplan et al. 2019), nanotechnology (Besley 2010), and artificial intelligence (Fast and Horvitz 2017), among many others. This research has investigated public questions, concerns, and recommendations regarding whether and how technologies should be developed. Much less has been written about how the public thinks about the social responsibility of engineers, the ones designing and building these technologies, themselves. While many people may hold a favorable opinion of engineers, research has shown that those without technical training may not fully understand what engineers do and what the occupation of engineering consists of (engineerscanada 2017). For example, a study performed in the UK in 2007 among 1,000 diverse respondents showed a “limited initial awareness and understanding of engineering and engineers” (Marshall, McClymont, and Joyce 2007). An exhaustive search for and review of studies relating to the perception of engineers and engineering proved that this study remains one of the only studies on the public perceptions of engineering and engineers, let alone of their social responsibility practices, or lack thereof.

If engineering—the actual process of it, the nitty-gritty, day-to-day decision-making, design, and analysis—happens out of the public eye and with little public understanding, how might we get people thinking about the role of the profession and its social responsibility in society, especially given the crucial role that engineering plays in most facets of our lives? Given an opportunity to engage with the public in the Phoenix/Tempe area on issues of society and
technology, we wanted to understand how the public views the social responsibility of engineers and engineering, as seen through the case of the US-Mexico border wall. Drawing inspiration from how artists and researchers have used art to raise public awareness and teach people about science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (Guyotte et al. 2014; Barniskis 2014; Clarke 2019), we designed When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls, a public art experience, to provide us this understanding and to generate new conversations about the public perceptions of engineering and technology. Below, we describe our design of this installation, the data we gathered, and our analysis and reflections on them all.

Our Design to Generate a Public Conversation
The name of our installation, When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls, is a nod to how engineers separate the political from the technical aspects and implications of their work (Felt et al. 2017; Hecht and Callon 2009; Noble 1978). Engineers working on the US-Mexico border wall are no different. Below are three quotes from engineers and managers whose companies submitted bids in 2017 to help continue expanding the US-Mexico border wall:

- “We’re not into politics. We’re not left or right. We’re a construction company, and that’s how we survive. … We don’t see it as politics. We just see it as work,” Jorge Diaz, Manager of De la Fuente Construction Inc. in California, told the Guardian (Wong 2017).

- “We’re focused on the work, we’re not a political body, left or right or what have you. We go after the job and provide high-paying jobs for our workforce and great opportunities for our company,” Ralph Hicks, vice president of governmental affairs for R.E. Staite Engineering in California, said to KPBS (Guerrero 2017).

- “There could be a political backlash, but we are in business to make money and put people to work and provide a good service, whether it’s a wall or substation or airport or prison. We don’t want to approach it from a political standpoint, only from a business standpoint,” George Ishee, national sales manager for Cast Lighting, based in Hawthorne, New Jersey, told NorthJersey (Adely and Alvarado 2017).

As suggested by the quote from George Ishee above, this separation—which one might imagine being created by engineers constructing a mental wall in their minds—indeed leads to the creation of a physical wall in the case of the US-Mexico border. To emphasize this point, we articulated experience goals and engineering design criteria. Our experience goals were to convey to attendees the complexity and history, and a sense of scale:

- **Complexity and history:** We wanted to convey to attendees an understanding of how engineering is driven by business opportunities; that political visions of building a border wall must be converted into technical specifications to guide engineering work; that even for politically charged technologies, the engineering work to design the
technologies can be routine and almost mundane; and that the US is not the only nation in the world that is building or has built border barriers and walls (they are quite common).

- **Scale:** An assumption we had was that most people—even those living in a border state like Arizona—have not seen a border wall. Thus, we wanted attendees to get a feeling of how big, tall, sturdy, and imposing border walls can be. We wanted people to look up—like one does when looking at a tall building or at a rocket on its way into space—and feel the presence of something big, imposing, and that looked like an actual border wall.

Our engineering design criteria were that the installation had to be safe (including to interact with) given the presence of thousands of possible patrons; it also had to be modular because we wanted to be able to quickly assemble and disassemble the entire installation within one hour, and because we wanted it to be easily stored for future use. The fact that we didn’t have the ability to lay a foundation limited the height of the wall to 12 feet, which is still tall enough to make one’s neck turn up if they were reading something at the top while standing at its base. Not having a foundation also meant that the structure needed to be designed to be self-standing and stabilizing. A Z-shape where the angles are 90 degrees did the trick. Using standard construction techniques, we built the wall using 2 x 4s, 4 x 4s, 4 x 6s, steel studs, Masonite, and self-tapping screws. The sturdiness of the design also allowed people to touch the wall and put sticky notes with their thoughts on it. We painted the wall a light gray, covered it with decals (see below), and then finished it with coats of clear spray paint.

![Figure 1: The left panel of the figure depicts an isometric view and dimensions of the installation, and the right panel provides a bird’s eye view and patron pathing of the installation. Station 1: “When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls,” Station 2: “Museum of Walls” and Station 3: “Wall of Thoughts.”](image-url)
Based on these goals and criteria, we designed the experience to consist of three “stations,” which can be seen in Figures 1-6. Each station, described below, provides a different insight into the role of engineering in designing and building the US-Mexico border wall, and all stations, with the exception of the engineer’s notebook, are displayed in both English and Spanish.

**Stations**

Station 1 is called *When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls*, the name of the entire installation and experience. On one side of the 12’ tall and 16’ wide wall we displayed using decals the quote by George Ishee of Cast Lighting (repeated below), a company that in 2017 expressed its interest in expanding the US-Mexico border wall (Adely and Alvarado 2017):

There could be a political backlash, but we are in business to make money and put people to work and provide a good service, whether it’s a wall or substation or airport or prison.

We don’t want to approach it from a political standpoint, only from a business standpoint.

This quote is an example of how engineers separate out the “political” from the “technical” aspects of engineering work and is just one of many similar quotes from engineers and companies that expressed their interest in border wall work since 2017. The other side of the wall—also created using decals—resembles the inside of a notebook used by an engineer working on the US-Mexico border wall, complete with sketches, thoughts, ideas, and the mundane aspects of designing a wall. The wall itself represents the wall that engineers build in their heads to separate the technical work they do and the political impacts of the work they do.

Station 2 is called the *Museum of Walls*, and it is a quick but multi-perspective take on border barriers around the world, the history of the US-Mexico border, the technical specifications of the US-Mexico border wall as described in US Customs and Border Patrol solicitations (Doubek 2017), and eight designs that were chosen in 2018 to be prototyped (Koscak 2017). This station emphasizes how political signals like “Build the wall!” (Johnson 2016) get converted into technical specifications that allow engineers to work on technological projects.

Station 3, the final station, is called the *Wall of Thoughts* and provides attendees the opportunity to share their thoughts (using sticky notes) on engineers, engineering, and social responsibility guided by two questions: “What is the role of engineers and engineering in society?” (Question 1) and “What would you like to ask or say to an engineer or company working on the US-Mexico border wall?” (Question 2). We intentionally left the questions open-ended and broad to understand the range of thoughts, emotions, and reactions in response to the work engineers are doing in designing and building the border wall, and to understand the associations people might make between the engineering of the border wall and the engineering of other technological systems in ways that highlight the social responsibility of engineers and engineering.
Figure 2: Two attendees in front of Station 3: “Wall of Thoughts.”

Figure 3: Station 1: “When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls.”

Figure 4: Attendees in front of Station 2: “Museum of Walls.”

Figure 5: “The Engineer’s Notebook” appearing on the back side of Station 1.
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The experience directs visitors around the whole structure in a counter-clockwise path. Public engagement was central to the design of the experience, and we allow guests to interact with the Wall of Thoughts by anonymously writing responses on sticky notes and filling the front flanking end of the installation. While we initially did not think of the experience as a research tool or site, conducting research with a mobile art installation has, in our estimation as discussed below, allowed us to engage with audiences not generally spoken to about the social responsibility of engineers. Aligning with the ideologies of Cole and McIntyre’s Installation Art-As-Research (McIntyre 2008), Richard Jackson explains, “it is designed to take ideas from academic research, present them to diverse audiences, and through interaction with attendees, engage their ideas and reflections; it does not take a Ph.D. to engage with it.” We have also completed a design packet (available at www.reengineered.org/wmwltpw) for those who want to build this installation themselves (Macias 2019). (Please reach out to us if you are interested!)

Data Gathering and Analysis

We installed When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls twice. First, we installed it at the Downtown Phoenix First Friday in April 2018. Organized and managed by Artlink Phoenix, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that organizes First Fridays (Artlink, Inc. 2019), “First Friday features self-guided tours of downtown Phoenix art galleries, studios, and creative spaces and is ‘dedicated to bringing together artists, the public, and businesses for a greater understanding, appreciation, and promotion of the arts and the development of a strong and vital downtown Phoenix arts community’” (Hedding 2019). While we have no estimate for the number of people who walked by the experience, past estimates for the total number of attendees at First Friday have ranged between 15,000 to 45,000 people, with the range taking into account the hot Phoenix summer months (Otto 2018). The second time we installed When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls was for Emerge in March 2019, which is a yearly “festival of art, science, and technology devoted to creative imagination and experiences of tomorrow” organized at Arizona State University on the Tempe campus; there were approximately 400 attendees at Emerge. The volunteers who supervised the art installment were prepared beforehand with a shortlist of questions to engage with participants if approached. While we recognize the act of putting up such an installation is a political act in itself, volunteers staffing the installation only discussed the details on the installation and offered no direct personal opinions on the subject matter engaged by the installation. Instead, when asked questions, volunteers directed guests with questions back to contemplating and answering the questions posed on the Wall of Thoughts.

At each event, we gave attendees small and large sticky notes and sharpie markers so that patrons could share their thoughts—especially on the social responsibility of engineers—at the Wall of Thoughts (Station 3). We chose to use sticky notes because they are inexpensive, easy to use, and allow respondents to remain anonymous. We also recorded five interviews at First Friday to ask attendees directly about their responses to the questions on the Wall of Thoughts.

Between the two installations, we gathered 255 sticky note responses, with 223 being from First Friday and 32 being from Emerge. Each individual response was transcribed into a
We inductively coded the 255 responses, generating 16 unique codes, which we divided into 11 “content codes” and five “tracking codes.” Content codes are those codes that describe the topic area of the response. The content codes that emerged were immigration; environmental concerns; inability to fulfill purpose; denouncement of purpose; reallocation of skills and resources; monetary motivations and allocations; ethics, empathy, and values; questions to engineers; questions on design and execution; political groups and figures; and unrelated. Tracking codes are those codes that allowed us to track the nature of the response. The tracking codes that emerged were responses to Question 1; responses to Question 2; free response; profanity; and love. We assigned all responses a minimum of one content code and one tracking code each. At a higher level, these 16 codes were organized into themes: politics and policy; design effectiveness and impacts; motivations, ethics, and purpose; expression; response; and miscellaneous.
Below is a description of the themes (bold italics) and codes (bold bullet points). We give one example for each of the codes below:

**Content Theme 1: Politics and Policy**
This theme refers to codes relating to policy and political figures and groups.

- **Immigration**: Responses that offer direct and indirect commentary regarding immigration and/or immigration policy and all associated impacts. Some of the responses include content that praises the border wall and/or immigration control and comments that talk about direct personal impacts experienced due to immigration control. Example: “People who have fled imminent danger, climbed mountains, traversed forests, and braved deserts won’t be stopped by a wall.”

- **Political Groups and Figures**: Responses that mention a political figure or political group, including celebrities that are mentioned in the context of politics. Example: “Build the wall Trump 2020!”
Content Theme 2: Design Effectiveness and Impacts
This theme refers codes that discuss or question the need, effectiveness, and rippling effects regarding the construction and design of the border wall on society, politics, and the environment.

- Inability to Fulfill Purpose: Responses that suggest the newly proposed border wall won’t serve the intended purpose of providing better illegal immigration control. Example: “What if the wall is not sufficient because there is underground passage so what's the point?”
- Denouncement of Purpose: Responses that suggest that the border wall won't serve any purpose at all and/or explicitly denounce the wall with no other suggested courses of action. Example: “¿Qué hago aquí? No sé a qué lado ir. Mi amor y mi hija están del otro lado y quiero estar con ellos. Este muro no tiene ningún propósito, es inhumano” (What do I do here, I do not know which side to go. My love and my daughter are on the other side and I want to be with them. This wall has no purpose, it is inhumane.)
- Environmental Concerns: Responses that questioned or rebuked the environmental and ecological impact of the border wall. Example: “How would the wall affect migration patterns and ecosystems of animals?”
- Questions on Design and Execution: General inquiries about the design, functionality, and construction of the border wall. Example: “How will these work crews of men be fed and policed? Look what happened at the fracking boom in N. Dakota.”

Content Theme 3: Motivations, Ethics, and Purpose
This theme refers to codes that discuss the purpose, motivations, and intentions of all contributors to the border wall, which we define as all engineers, companies, and working professionals actively making and overseeing decisions for the border wall in general.

- Ethics, Empathy, and Values: Responses that question the morality and ethics, or lack thereof, of the concept of the border wall and the people working on it. Example: “Never mind the politics, think about the morality of what you’re being asked to do. You have the FINAL say in your actions. Stand up and say NO!! (My family was separated by the Berlin Wall).”
- Reallocation of Skills and Resources: Responses that suggest that the skills and resources being funneled into the new proposed US-Mexico border wall, engineering or otherwise, should be used differently or for a different cause. Example: “Please find another job.”
- Monetary Motivations and Allocations: Responses that rebuke the perceived greed, monetary motivations, and/or use of money being directed towards the border wall and the people working on it. Example: “There are only a few ways in which the money would go to a poorer cause. F the wall.”
- Questions to Contributors: Responses that contained general inquiries posed to the engineers and companies working on the border wall. Example: “Do we train Engineers to consider the wider consequences of design choices?”
Content Theme 4: Miscellaneous
This theme code refers to topics not strongly related to the questions posed or the surrounding politics.

- **Unrelated**: Responses that expressed opinions completely unrelated to the surrounding politics and/or context of the project, which cannot be classified into existing codes. Example: “RAWR XD.”

Tracking Theme 1: Expression
These are codes that contain heavily expressive language and content.

- **Love**: Responses that promote or mention the word “love.” Example: “BRING US TOGETHER!! #lovewins”
- **Profanity**: Responses containing profanity or explicit language. Example: “Fuck the wall.”

Tracking Theme 2: Response
These are codes to track what question the response does or does not answer.

- **Response to Question 1**: Responses addressing the first question on the Wall of Thoughts, which reads, “What is the role of engineers and engineering in society?” Example: “The role of an engineer is to use their technical expertise to solve real world problems. Their solutions should benefit society, making life better and easier. A wall between the US & Mexico does not solve America’s problem or make life better or easier. —an actual engineer.”
- **Response to Question 2**: Responses explicitly phrased in a way that directly address an engineer or company working on the project and could be considered as answering the second question posed on the Wall of Thoughts, which reads “What would you like to ask or say to an engineer or company working on the US-Mexico border wall?” Example: “Are there better projects you could be working on instead?”
- **Free Response**: Responses that answered neither of the questions posed on the Wall of Thoughts. Example: “The only wall I acknowledge is Pink Floyd’s THE WALL.”

The codes “inability to fulfill purpose” and “denouncement of purpose” originally appeared as one combined code. Through greater analysis, we decided to further subcategorize them based on the differentiation of comments that say the proposed border wall will not serve the intended purpose and comments that simply suggest it has no purpose due to the patron’s beliefs on immigration. Codes we marked as “Reallocation of Skills and Resources” were not marked as “Inability to Fulfill Purpose” or “Denouncement of Purpose” because these latter two codes were used only when no other direct action is suggested when denouncing the wall, whereas codes marked as “Reallocation of Skills and Resources” also either criticize or denounce the wall implicitly, but explicitly suggest that efforts should be funneled elsewhere. When assigning the codes of “Response to Question 1” and “Response to Question 2,” we interpreted each response as
broadly as possible to see whether it answered either question. For codes marked as “Response to Question 2,” we considered if the comment could be addressing engineers or the companies involved in the project about the design or the construction of the wall or the politics surrounding it. If it didn’t and was something that could be universally addressed to anyone, then we considered it to not fall under the code.

Table 1 shows the statistics of the codes we found from the 255 responses we gathered across the two installations. The percentages for both the Content codes and Tracking codes add up to greater than 100% because we assigned a significant fraction of the responses multiple codes; in other words, many responses hit on more than one issue. Given this multiple coding, the total sum of the content codes does not equal the total sum of the tracking codes. A few highlights from the responses: At both events, “Immigration” was a dominant topic in the responses, as one might expect, along with responses that denounced the purpose of the wall, or that suggested the wall wouldn’t fulfill its intended purpose. Importantly, it is clear that respondents felt the most compelled to answer the second question on the Wall of Thoughts: “What would you like to ask or say to an engineer or company working on the US-Mexico border wall?” 83% of all responses addressed this question, and only 3.1% of them answered the broader first question on the Wall of Thoughts: “What is the role of engineers and engineering in society?” There are a couple of possible reasons for this, as we describe below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTENT CODES</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th></th>
<th>FIRST FRIDAY</th>
<th></th>
<th>Emerge</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Concerns</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to fulfill purpose</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denouncement of Purpose</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reallocation of Skills and Resources</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary Motivations and Allocations</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics, Empathy, and Values</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions to Contributors</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Discussion
Our intent with this installation was to generate and understand public perceptions about the social responsibility of engineers and engineering, and our coding structure provides a high-level view of what people are compelled to talk about regarding the installation, and the politics surrounding the engineering of the border wall. Codes under the content themes “Design Effectiveness and Impacts” and “Motivations, Ethics, and Purpose” speak implicitly or directly to the engineering aspects of the wall, and a significant number of responses fell under these themes. Broadly, the diversity of the codes shows the multifaceted nature of attendee’s thoughts on the issue of the border wall. The fact that a large majority of the attendees did not directly answer Question 1 on the *Wall of Thoughts* may have to do with the emotionally and politically charged nature of the debate around the border wall, hindering responses to questions not directly related to people’s almost intuitive responses to border wall issues. It is easy to imagine people having more well-formed responses to Question 2 because the installation provides a space for attendees to vent their existing support for or frustrations with the border wall debate—given the pervasiveness of the border wall debate—regardless of what side of the issue they fall on; a vast majority of respondents provided feedback, critique, or praise to the engineers and companies working on border wall. This observation may be explained by the thoughts of Paula Ioanide, who writes in *The Emotional Politics of Racism*: “Any time our emotional structures experience danger, fear, or anxiety—affects that are all too common in the discussions of systematic oppression—our capacity to integrate knowledge and participate in communicative acts also tends to diminish” (Ioanide 2015). The imposing nature of the installation—designed to be so intentionally to give people a sense of what it is like to be next to a large wall—may be evoking sometimes-polarizing emotional responses that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking Codes</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>211</th>
<th>36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Questions on Design and Execution</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Groups and Figures</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Counts and percentages of each code we found in the responses we gathered between two installments of When Mental Walls Lead to Physical Walls.
make respondents eager to sound off at contributors to the proposed border wall, or provide free responses. It may also be the case that many attendees may not feel well-versed enough about the forces that shape engineering to discuss its role in society.

Viewed differently, however, given the significant number of responses that relate to the ability of the wall to serve its intended function, and the role of the border wall in the larger debate about immigration, we can make inferences about what attendees feel about the social responsibility of engineers, or ways in which they would like to push engineers to consider their social responsibility and the values embedded in their work. For example, the response “How would the wall affect migration patterns and ecosystems of animals?” under the code “Environmental Concerns” suggests that engineers should consider the impact of the border wall on wildlife, thus implying that engineers’ realm of consideration in technological design ought to extend to wildlife. The response “When you have more than you need, build a longer table, not a higher wall,” coded under “Immigration,” “Reallocation of Skills and Resources,” and “Ethics, Empathy, and Values,” suggests that engineers should explicitly support those who lack access to resources. Further, given the significant number of responses coded under “Ethics, Empathy, and Values” not simultaneously coded as a direct response to Question 2, we infer that many attendees feel that it is important for engineers to think about the issue of the border wall more holistically than to simply value the business opportunity of working on the border wall.

The dearth of direct responses to Question 1 may also be due in part to our data collection methods. As mentioned earlier, we also conducted five interviews (SFIS ASU 2018; D. M. A. Karwat 2018) with random attendees in which we asked them the questions on the Wall of Thoughts, and in that case, we did receive in-depth responses to Question 1. As is evident from two quotes from the interviews, as seen below, attendees were much more articulate about the social responsibility of engineers, and the difficulties some may face in making decisions that align with their values. For example, one First Friday attendee said:

For the engineers, I would say, “Do a good job, but be questioned whether actually, this is particular work you would want to take.” And for the companies, and in my field, there’s some business I don’t take because it’s not anything I want to be involved in. The guys who own those companies can decide whether or not they want to be involved. Scientists, certainly, as moral individuals, may choose to opt-in or out of a project, but when we think of probably the greatest moral conundrum in the modern era, it is when Oppenheimer continued to build the atomic bomb, knowing exactly what it was going to be used for.

A second attendee said:

I’m working in a powerhouse, and that’s a coal fire burning powerhouse, and that’s putting pollution in the air, but at the same time, that’s putting money in my pocket and having my kids and having my way of life, that living, so it’s a double-edged sword. I’ve been a welder; I worked construction ever since I was in high school; what else can I do?
We thus identify a tradeoff in our installation if used for research: while the free-to-roam-around and easy-to-engage-with design of our installation might engage diverse audiences and large numbers of attendees, we may not get the depth of engagement we seek to understand public perceptions regarding broad questions about the social responsibility of engineers and engineering. Further, as seen through some of the responses we received, sticky notes can provide attendees the opportunity to “sound off,” so to speak, rather than provide insightful comments or responses on the topics of interest. This is similar to, as a reviewer for this paper suggested, an online comment section, where comments can be anonymous with respondents not needing to take responsibility for the effects of their comments. Thus, trade-offs emerge for researchers and public experience designers in selecting between a public input mechanism that is streamlined and quick, that allows for many people to engage, that provides rich responses, or that requires minimal person power.

Even if we were to refine the questions on the Wall of Thoughts to be less open-ended and broad, there is no guarantee, given limited resources, that we would get a high volume of responses answering those questions. At the same time, we are encouraged by the fact that more than 85% of the responses we received did, in some way, shape, or form, address or relate to engineers and/or engineering considerations. If we did want to conduct larger numbers of interviews, we could set up unattended interviewing booths that provide attendees the time and space they need to respond to open-ended questions.

While all of the sticky note responses were anonymous, thus not allowing us the ability to track responses as a function of demographics, from our observational impressions, we note that First Friday attendees were more diverse in age and race. With refinement and more detailed data collection, it may be possible for the installation we built to serve as a more robust tool to highlight public perceptions of the social responsibility of engineers as a function of place, demographics, and perhaps even political beliefs. In other words, the installation might elicit responses to our questions that are reflective of the community in which it is installed. In the future we plan on putting up our installation in places that are demographically and politically diverse.

Also, to encourage more back-and-forth and engaged conversation, we could certainly imagine having more people on the team conducting interviews, but perhaps more interestingly, we could also imagine actively grouping sticky notes based on emerging themes during the installation itself and having attendees respond to the emerging themes. It is also possible to expand the technological features of the border wall by adding surveillance technologies like cameras and infrared sensors to it, and having attendees engage in dialogue about the social responsibility of engineers and engineering—not only in building border walls, but also in building the broader suite of technologies used along the US-Mexico border.

Conclusions
We have designed, built, and exhibited an art installation that uses the case of the US-Mexico border wall to generate public dialogue about the social responsibility of engineers and engineering. The installation is easy to assemble and disassemble, and we have created a design
and execution packet freely available to anyone who is interested in building their own installation. (If you are interested, please reach out to us.) With proper planning and execution, the installation can be used as a research tool to understand how audiences—from engineering students to those who may not have any experience in engineering—understand the social responsibility of engineers and engineering. The fact that engineering is involved in highly political issues—from climate change caused by fossil fuel extraction to how we understand truth itself because of deepfakes—makes it imperative that we find new ways to highlight the crucial role that engineers and engineering play in shaping society, and new ways to hold engineers and engineering accountable.
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